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Fastbit
Precise, Easy to use, Ergonomic

Fastbit
Fastbit is the key cutting machine from
Silca to duplicate bit, double bit (male
and female), pump keys and central
stop keys.
With the dedicated original optional
accessories, continuously updated, you
can enlarge the range of copied keys
including keys with vertical cuts.

Precise
Thanks to its
micrometric tracer point,
the reading of the
original key is fast and
highly precise. In
addition, the operator
can adjust with ease
depth variations, often
needed with worn keys.
Easy to use
The self-centring clamps
with alignment pins
facilitate the correct
positioning of the key.
The ergonomic handles
ensure that the key is
securely blocked with
only slight locking
pressure.
Ergonomic
Fastbit is designed to be
comfortable and
ergonomic:

Fastbit has been designed and
manufactured in conformity with CE
mark European standards.

Technical Data
Motor: Single phase and speed
Power supply: 230V - 50Hz

Anatomic handles and levers

Working Area
Thanks to its compact
dimensions and
clean-cut design, Fastbit
is fit for small-sized
shops.

Spring loaded tracer point

• smooth and effortless
handling of the tilting
carriage.
• TiN-coated milling
cutter with side cuts,
ensuring fast and
flowing movements.
• spring loaded tracer
point.
• anatomic handles and
levers.
Safe
Protective carter and
integrated brush for key
cut finishing made of a
special non-abrasive
material secure the
user’s safety. The
machine features a
ramp allowing chippings
to easily fall into the
dedicated, removable
swarf tray, conveniently
located below the base
for a neat and orderly
working station.

Silca Warranty
Made exclusively with
select materials and
components, it is
meant to be a
long-lasting tool in your
key cutting business,
guaranteed by the CE
mark.

Clamp carriage

TiN-coated HSS
(Super Rapid Steel) cutter

Movements: by ball joint on rectified carriage
Milling cutter with side cuts: TiN-coated HSS
(Super Rapid Steel)

Fastbit - Plus

Runs (maximum length of cuts): 42 mm
Dimensions:
Width: 400 mm
Depth: 460 mm
Height: 300 mm
Mass: 15,4 Kg

Ergonomic and
compact

High-precision
key cutting

TiN-coated HSS
(Super Rapid Steel) cutter

CE
Mark

Silca
Quality

In compliance with current regulations relating to industrial property, we hereby state that the trade-marks or trade names mentioned in this document are the exclusive property of authorized manufacturers of locks and users. Said trade-marks or trade names are nominated only for the purposes of information so that any
lock for which our keys are made can be rapidly identified. This document is reserved exclusively for professional key cutters who use Silca products. / All information and illustrations in this document are for guidance only. Silca reserves the right to alter products designs, dimensions or info to improve the products
quality. The contents of this document are fully protected by Copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any form, without written permission from Silca S.p.A. Any controversy shall be settled by the Courts of Justice where the company has its headquarters, with express exclusion of any other court.

Fastbit is the key cutting machine from Silca to duplicate bit, double bit (male and
female), pump keys and central stop keys.
Its compact design, high-quality materials and operative details have been engineered
to respond to the needs of key cutters who want to be equipped with a user-friendly,
precise, reliable and long-lasting machine or are just approaching the duplication of
these specific key types.
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